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Vets, Remember to Comply!
The college Veterans office reminds- all veterana apse dependency status has. changed recently, to file.photostatic copies of their
Marriage certificates, their children’s birth certificates, divorce decrees and the like, with the veterans office in time to record the
change with the Veterans Administration.
Photostatic copies of such certificates are required by the Veterans Administration before any change in the veteran’s depend- Volume XXXVIII
ency status Is made.
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Mac Quarrie Announces
Term, Quarter Changes
Frosh Class
Names Arpin
Vice President
Victors in the freshman class
officer election Friday were Tom
Arvin. vice president; Dan Engilman, treasurer, and Dorlores Nicholson, secretary. Of the 2920
freshmen enrolled this quarter,
216. voted.
Raj, Omstead, social science major from Burson. Calif:. was named
class president in the primary
election Wednesday.
Tla new class officers’ will hold
office for the rest of the school
year, according to Bob Madsen,
Stucierft Council member.
Arvin is an education major
front Oroville; Engilman is a pre veterinarian major Jrom Van
Nuys, and Miss Nicholson is a
commercial art major from Caldwell, Ida.
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Pollster John Conroy, sight, asks Spartan cutie Vaux Mervy which
articles she read in a recent issue of the Spartan Daily. The readership poll avas conducted by a journalism class.
photo by Bob Crabbe

Spartan Daily Sports
Draws High Readership
By DAN DRURY

variety of

articles I
NumLer and
appearing in the Spartan Daily
are read more thoroughly by a
highe: percentage of people than
those of commercial community
newspapers, according to a recent
readership poll conducted by a
class in thc Journalism department.
-The survcy, which was made by
the Newspaper Practices and
Trends class, under the supervision of Mr. Dwight Bentel, department head, was held to determine which departments, articles,_ or pictures enjoy the
eat student readership.
Pollsters Query
Forty-nine
student
pollsters
queried 294 Spartans throughout
the campus on what they read in
the Spartan Daily in the eight page issue of Wednesday, Dec. 7.
The newspaper sports page,
as revealed by the poll, outdrew all other pages with a net
readership of 65 per cent. The
front page int(rested 57 per
cent; the exchange page, 50 per
cent; the editorial page, 41 per
cent; the news feature pages 40
per (vent, end the society page,
24 per cent.
Readership averages tabulated
for each page included both pictures and news stories. Since pictures invariably draw top readership, pages with numerous photos
interested more people than they
would without pictures.
Photo Iitteresting
The edition’s most interesting
feature was the photo on the front
page of the German shepherd dog
in the tree, which caught the eye
of 90 per cent of the readers. Following close behind were snaps
of basketball games on the sports
Page and a picture of the college’s
parking problem on the feature
page.
Most popular news story was
the pre-game account of the
St. Mary’s basketball game on
the sports page, which was read
by 78 per cent of the readers.
A United Press story on the
proposed new football conference, and the Daily’s traditional

Thrust and Parry column, both
intercated 72 per cent.
The United Press’ Roundup was
read by half of the readers while
the weather report was interesting to 65 per cent.
Code Receives Attention
The recent story Of honor code
cheating at Stanford university
was reed by 75 per cent while Exchange Editor Carl Case’s column,
(Continued on page 3)

One More Daily
Wednesday Is the last day the
Spartan Daily will appear ,this
Mr. -There will be no paper
tomorrow. The next issue will
be out on Registration day,
Tuesday. Jan. 3, 1950.

UP ROUNDUy

Jet Affinities
Are ’Years Away’
V

Daily Needs
More Toys

Winter Quarter
Vacation Less, Fall.
Session Earlier
Several significant changes in
terms arrangement, including earlier opening datos and more equal
quarter lengths, were announced
Friday by President T. W. MaeQuarrie. They will begin with the
fall quarter nes! year:
School will open ,Sept. 23 for
the 1950 fall quarter, one week
earlier than usual and will close
:13 weeks later, an Dec. 22 Dr.
MacQuarie explained missed days,
including i egistration, Thanksgiving and Armistice Day, made the
change to a baker’s dOzen-week
schedule necessary.
The winter quarter, a vacation leas 11 week span, will begin on
Jan. 2 in 1951 and end March 16.

The 1951 sumj,er session, a
year and a half away, will open’
June 25 alto close Aug. 31. It will
be composed of one six week session, June 25 to Aug. 4, and a
four weeksraession. Aug. 6 to. Lug:
-31. All classes will -be held pn
week .days, Dr. NlacQuarrie indicated.
. 4
Changes in term schedule were
forced by inequalities in the -pres-.
esanitd.quarter set-up, the prk’sident.-

Despite several suhstantial con14441M ions - trait allude Ater- taeuity
members and college organizations, more toys still are needed
Trans-World Airlines say’s that
fur the Spartan Daily Toy drive.
jetzpowered airliners are "Years which ends Thursday, Dec. 22. the
away". He claim; their high fuel I last day Zif final examinations.
consumption, air control problem, I
Newspapee stall members are
and the effect of air on passen- i requesting toys which can be used
are chief I try bed-ridden vial convalescing
getls at nem-sonic speeds
-, *
children. The toys will be deliver-’ -...C.
obstacles. ed to 20 children at Santa Clara-i---I
Matson Navigation company County hospital shortly before
DireCtOrY
has tiled a $3,540,000 damage Christmas.
suit in Territorial Cirrult Court
The plaything, which can be
against the International Long.
shoremen’s and Warehousemen’s either new, old, broken Or in good
ho dId not get it
Students
two
other
mariand
condition,
should
be
brought
to
(CIO)
union
time, unions. The suit charges the giant Christmas tree in the copy of the annual Blue Key
able
sescoadary boycott action in vi- Student Union or to the Spartan Student Directory will be
to purchase one every day durolation of the Taft-Hartley act. Daily office.
ing finals week, according to
_Blue-Key President Phil Ward.
Compulsory education-informaWard stated that the booklets
tion program for the armed forces nually since 1934. In the past, stu’mu been recommended by a spe- dent response has been good. The will be available all week and
cial wesidential coMmitte# head- SpIsrtan Daily has sponsored the be on sale between the hours
of 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
drive exclusively since 1941.
ed by a New York attorney.

on Sale .
During Final Week

’Obligation’ Cards
Adorn Classrooms
The large colored cards that are
posted in all the classrooms about
the college are not eviction notices, but proof of the work behind the scenes of the College
Fairness committee.
The card contains the Bill of
Student Obligations and a statement of the recommendations of
the Fairness committee. The Bill
of Obligations is concerned primarily with cheating in examinations, and was approved and
adopted by the Student Council in
May of this year.
The cards were distributed. to
all clamrooms by Blue Key members, national honor fraternity,
Thursday evening.
In .a meeting Friday, the Fairness committee began planning to
get the-BM of Obligations generally understood and recognized as
A tradition by the student body.
The committee also discussed
student resentment toward required coultes, in so far as they
tend to increase unfair practices
and discussed means of distributing a logical explanation to the
student body of the necessity of
requireci courses.

-r

Sprirg quarter, with a sprinkling of off-days, will be held. for
the conventional 12 weeks. It will
begin March 26 and end June 15
nt laid.
in 1951, th

11
Chairman Elmo A. Itoblason of the Fairness committee watches with approval as Blue Rey members tack the first copy of the Rill of Student Obligations In a class room. The Fairness comnkittete
initiated the bill which was adopted by the Student Council last May. Pictured are, left to right,
photo by Rob Crabbe
Moe Richardson, Mr. RotrInaon, Don Ilarryrnan, and Carl Holmberg.
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Thrust and Parry

Perfect New
Atom-Smasher,
Russ Claim
Published every school day by the Associated Students of Sin Jose Slate College;
at the Press of Globe Printing Co. Entered as eeConct class matter at fin. Sin
Jos* Post Office.

Dear Thrust and Parry and
ASB 1699:
I congratulate you on your expression of your ideas of Catholicism in relation to Communism.
You are right in saying there is

Claim Machine Better
Than U.S. Yersions- ’Called ‘PhasotOn’:

BERLIN, &P)Russia claims
issitri:i4f)’’’’heveP14eet-04
Bob ave
George Lajeunesse, Earior
atom -smasher better than any
used in the United States.
The claim was advanced by the
official Soviet News Bureau and
There, is at least one individual out of the more than 8,000 souls published in Taekliche Rundschau,
on this campus who deeply appreciates the tremendous work 33 official organ of the Soviet occujournalism majors have accomplished in putting out this quarter’s pation forces in Germany.
The announcement said the
Spartan Daily. That individual is the present editor of the Daily and
new device, called a syneotron,
this is his swan-songdedicated to those 33 journalism students.
combined the principles of the
In exchange for a mere three units of journalism credit, these
cyclotron and the betatron, two
people have put in three hours of work per day, five days a week.
types used in the United States.
In addition they had night duties involving late stories, proof read"This new device gives electrons
ing assignments and makeup work at the print shop.
much more energy than those crey
During the course of their daily three-hour tour of duty they ated in betatrons," the announcehave had to face innumerable situations in digging for news. At times ment said.
Weksler’s ’device was called a
they’ve had it easythe majority of news sources on the campus
cooperated one hundred per cent in helping the Daily. At other phasotron.
It said the idea for the syncotimes however, these reporters have had to put up with faculty mem- tron
came from Soviet scientist
bers and students alike who wouldn’t give them the correct time, let I. I. Weksler, who "also had the
alone a bit of news to put in the paper.
idea of a new apparatus which
All of this has cont.ributed richly to their newspaper experience speeds up the development of
meeting the same type of people on their college beats that they heavy particles to energy as is
will encounter in the work -a -day worldthose who are aware of a done in the common cyclotron."
"With these especially strong
newspaper’s problems and are willing to help, and those who have
atom-smashers,"
the announcepurpose.
paper’s
no idea of a
ment said, "changes of nucleus
The editor of this quarter’s Spartan Daily thinks his staff has
can be made, and from one elegiven him and the college one of the best quarters the Daily has
ment others can be developed,
ever had. The production of fall quarter’s Daily was not a one
including the radio-active ’twins’
man job. The 33 members of the editor’s staff are entitled to all
which are to be found on earth
only in stable form.
the applause, if any is forthcoming, and their editor believes the
"These radio-active twins are of
college is indebted to these 33 for providing a truthful and accurate
the common elements and are a
mirror to State college life.*
At times the staff pulled boners that only amateur reporters are significant development of knowl-

For 33 Students, Thanks

X

Fascism, No Less

sedge.
capable of, but at many other times their quality of work
"The new devices in the hands of
approached, and even bettered in some instances, professional physicists
measure the depths of
standards. At all times their loyalties remained with the college and atomic nucleus.
The use of espeof
issues
of
with the Spartan Daily, and the end result was a series
cially fast electrons justifies hopes
which their instructors and college can be proud.
to penetrate the secret of cosmic
Any reader who doubts the foregoing words is invited to com- rays and to reproduce in the
pare copies of this quarter’s Spartan Daily with any other college laboratory the procedure of the
daily printed in California; it will more than stand the comparison. formation a cosmic nucleus."

New SelS Music Instructor Has Studied
At 8 Schools; W "ritten 78 Compositions
Pierre Monteux, conductor of the
By FRED BAUMBERGER
A recent addition to the staff of San Francisco symphony orchesthe San Jose State music depart- tra.
All told, Mr. Ovanin has atment is Nikola L. Ovanin, according to Dr. Lyle W. Downey, de- tended eight different colleges
and universities. He has written
partment head.
78 compositions and two symMr. Ovanin was born In northphonies. His "Prelude Moderne"
ern Yugoslavia but came to
was published by Carl Fisher
Cleveland, Ohio, at one-and-aInc. in late 1947. During the
half years of age. He began
past year he has been working
studying piano at the age of
nine, continuing later with the
saxophone, clarinet, and ilw
study of harmony and music
theory. After being graduated
from Cleveland High sthool he
was well on his way to a musical career.
Continuing his pursuit of music
at the college level, Mr. Ovanin0
received the Bachelor of Music degree from the Cleveland Institute
of Music and, later, tbe Bachelor
of Science degree from Western
Reserve university.
Study Interrupted
Mr. Ovanin’s college study was
interrupted by World’ War II, ’16nd
he entered the army in Deceniber,
1942. As a technical sergeant he
held positions as an army bandsman, chaplain’s assistant, artilleryman, and advanced linguist with
the counter intelligence.
Returning from the service In
February, 1946, Mr. Ovanin continued his academic work, receiving the Bachelor of Arts and
Master of Arts degrees from
Mainline College at St. Paul,
Minn.
Although Mr. Ovanin’s present
area of teaching is theory and
composition, he has undergone extensive training in the techniques
of conducting. While in the east
,he studied under Boris Goldovsky,
director of the opera department
of the New England conservatory
of music, and Ernst Krenek, now
on the staff of the Chicago Music
College.
At Hancock, Maine, Mr. Ovanin
,was one of fifty musicians chosen
frofn all over the world for a summer of study at L’Ecole conducting
school. Later he studied under

4

They are better able to take their
places and contribute to the musical life of the communities of
which the) become a part."

Good Teachers?
Dear Thrust and Parry:

4441--tele-44tut-gaft-dose-Ktftte-

.

no similarity between the two. I
see Catholicism not as an expression of the people, as is true in
Marxian communism, but rather
a not -too-mild form of Fascism.
Is it not true that your beliefs
are dictated to you by The divine
Pope?
And while we’re on the subject,
by what right is the Pope divinely
protected trom error? Is not man
doomed to err?
can mere
human beings say what is to be
worshipped and what is divine?
To a true believer in God, the
Important thing is worship of
the Dlety, not the way in which
lie worships. And, for that matter, worship of anything other
than God is, necessarily, sacrilegious.
I quote Dr. Henry Leonard as
saYing, "Creeds really anextraneous feature of religion," and Dr.
Peter Fischer’s remark that "Religion can’t be sold." We must
make religion not a "system" but
rather a belief.
ASB 1217.

a high scholastic average and that
it "turns out" good teachers. I
can readily see why the "average"
is high, but I can’t see where the,
good teachers come from.
What I’m getting at is this: in
some departments one can obtain
a copy of almost any test to be
given, well in advance of the test
and complete with answers. In
some classes (in both the Art and
Industrial Art departments) I’ve
seen students turn in projects borrowed from other students who
had previously completed the
course or even turn in purchased
projects and obtain an "A" grade
In other instances
on them.
where notebooks are required,
these same notebooks are turne
in time after time, with the name Dear Thrust and Parry and
obviously erased and the pages Robert Miller:
dog-eared from previous "turningIf you, Robert Miller, don’t
ins".
understand the Catholic religion
I know even now some "stu- please don’t attempt to write
dents" are wondering if I’m not about it. Instead of using the
squawking because I’ve not had Spartan Daily for an information
a chance to partake of this ,bureau, why don’t you go to a
"good deal." Yes, I have had book store and read a good book
ample opportunities to enjoy this on the Church?
Before you write on this requestionable "good deal" but it
ligion please make sure what
seems I’ve had to work too hard
you write is true. I think you’d
to go to college and still conbe much better off if you kept
sider it a privilege that I rip
your remarks to yourself, At
attend under any circumstances’
least you wouldn’t be showing
to enjoy this type of thing. After
your iknorance.
37 months in the Army, a delay
You can’t compare Communism
of five years in getting back to
college, and the privilege of with Catholicism. Communism inhaving a wife and three children terferes with our government;
to support, I’m afraid that I’m whereas Catholicism does not.
too serious about my college Due to our free country, we are
work to make such a farce of it. entitled to believe in whatever
(No, I didn’t get a "section religion we wish. If the Comgilsciarge or a medical munists ever took over we no
longer would have this freedom.
one.)
You can argue about the governWhat should be done to elim- ment if you want, when it comes
to a religion you don’t know much
inate these practices?:
about, keep your untrue state1) First make the penalty for ments to yourself.
dishonesty, cribbing, and cheating
Signed: three students.
SEVERE; 2) Instructors should be
alert for duplications and questionable projects and notebooks,
and give an "F" grade for such;
3) Instructors should change their
tests, assignments and projects
quarterly if possible (hard
work? ); 4) Fraternity files should
7th & Virginia
San Jose
be regulated and no test on file
Phone CYpross 2-5437
should be given again; 5) Tests
HOURS: II A.M. to II P.M.
to be used over again should be
SAT.: A.M. to 6 P.M.
carefully counted and checked in;
SUN.: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
6) Tests should be kept in places
of sake keeping under lock and
SOFT WATER
SOAP FREE
key; 7) Students should be inDRYER SERVICE
structed in honesty and told the
Plenty of Free Parking
value of a test as a measuring
device.
I realize that I’m probably
Open Evenings Until Xmas
-headed for "Siberia" after this,
somehow I’d like to see my chilONLY
dren taught by competent and
worthy teachers and not be leech5 MORE
es or parasites.
ASB 4165.
DAYS

Hint for Bob

AUTOMATIC
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

DI T Mothers Meet
At Chapter House
Mothers of Delta Upsilon fraternity men convened for tea at
the chapter house recently for the
purpose of organizing a DU Mothers’ club. INventy parents were
present.
Mrs. Paul M. Pitman was chosen
temporary chairman by the group.
Mrs. Roy Harney will assist her as
corresponding secretary.
Ross Fuller, DU vice-president,
conducted a mothers’ tour of the
chapter house and told them of
the fraternity’s need for a mothers’ club. Ed Mosher entertained
the ladies with several acts of
magic.
Mrs. Rex Fuller and Mrs. David
H. Heagerty poured coffee at the
affair.
Miss Helen Dimmick, dean of
women at SJSC, and Miss izetta
Pritchard, assiitant dean of
women, were also in attendance.

TILL
LastLminute suggestions for dad,
brother or friend . . . Pipes, lighters,
cigars and tobaccos ... Gifts for the
ladies too . . . Be sure and take a
:an of Boyce’s Special Blend Tobacco
home to dad . . . Nothing could
please him more.

NORD’S

NIKOLA L. OVANIN
toward his doctors degree at
the University of California at
Berkeley.
Excellent Administration
In an interview with the Spartan Daily Mr. Ovanin said, "A
warm enthusiasm permeates the
musical Stmosphere here at State
which I feel is due largely to the
excellence of the administration.
"Because of our practical approach to the teaching of music,
our students arrive at a more useable level of acquaintance with
music," said Ovanin; "the students-1
know’, but they can also ’do’.

XMAS!

. . .

"Wher

SANDWICH SHOP
Candy
Cigarettes
Sandwiches
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

you can buy with Confidence"

Jim Mate
Pipe & Gift Shop
USE OUR LAY-A -WAY PLAN
68 South First Street

je 4totteco:4
San Jose Jewelry Ct.

95 South Market St.

f

San Jose 22, Calif.

OI

1,1
LAC.

,CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION
Sliaffer Pens
Ronson Lighters
Diamonds
Watches
Compects
Nationally-Advertised Gifts
Elgin Lcmginiss

For Gift Suggostions

Earl Williams
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English Dept. to Aid Detwatiiins
Gave Armed
In Vocabulary Building Forces
‘Lift’

By DONNIE NU ES
The next time you call your girl-frie d cute you’d better think
twice. Instead of taking it as a complim nt, she might decide that
you’aren’t such good friends after all. Th true meaning of the word
as listed in Webster’s dictionary is shrew , clever, sharp. However;
the word has become recognized today s meaning dainty, petite

--(knirt Places
Lutheran Club
On Probation
The Lutheran Students association has been placed on probation
for one year by the Student Court
for failure to furnish the court
with a list of the names of their
organization members and their
ASB card numbers. Three other
organizations charged with the
same offense were handled by the
Court as follows:
The Forestry club will be offcampus until a petition for reinstatement is received from them
by the ASB council.
The Amateur Radio club will be
off-campus until a petition for reinstatement is received from them
by the ASB council, and they shall
be denied the use of ASB facilities
and privileges.
The Epsilon Nu Gamma organization will be off-campus until a
petition for reinstatement is received by the ASB council.

MacQuarrieSpeaks
At Tau Delta Phi
Initiation Dinner
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie addressed members and neophytes of
Tau Delta Phi recently, at a dinner at Dinah’s Shack. The dinner
was held to climax formal initiation ceremonies of the fraternity.
Neophyes are Robert Santos,
Oliver J. Antonucc4i, Donald P.
Wilton, Calbert Hubbard, Robert
Agnew, Keith G. McFadden, Leland Streepey, William Allman,
James Wilkinson Jr., Peter Fran’ tisich, Richard G. Hoffman, Robert
Pettingill, Elmer Janetsky, William Landaker.
Others are Sidney Siegel, Lake
Bellinger, Ray Uchiyama, Milton
Thompson, Robert’ G. Collins,
David D .Cram, Edward M. O’Connor, Lawrence Stram, Walter
Sheffer, Lyle Tyler and Thomas
Sorensen.
’

and dow right-good-looking.
There are many such words

in

changed n meaning over a period
of years and the San Jose State
college
nglish department is oftering
course next quarter
which w uld be an aid to any
student. English 194, Vocabulary
Building, will be taught by Dr.
r two units. It will be
Roberts
of the most practical courses
interested student can take,
English department sources explain.
Among other classes to be
added Winter quarter will be six
graduate c urses which are listed
as: Eng. 1
Bibliography and
Methods of Re ’earch in English,
1 unit, Mr.
II iams; Eng. 192B,
Middle Engl h,
units, Dr. Roberts;
Eng.
2 ,
Seminar
in
Shakespeare,
u its, Dr. Pearson.
Also Eng.
Naturalism, in
Contemporary
erican Fiction,
4 units, Dr. Ba
Ed. 245, Directed. Teaching m Secondary
ndary School
Schools; Ed. 255,
English.
Eng. 58, Advan
Expository
Writing, will bet
ht by Dr.
Holloway, and En 164. 00utemporary Euro
Novelists
for 2 units, will
by Dr. Holloway.
Special courses to
included
: Eng.
in the class schedule
y; Eng.
130, Poe, 1 unit, Dr.
r. Miller;
143, Milton, 3 units,
hakesEng. 78, Introduction t
Eng.
peare, 3 units, Dr. Pea
r. Shep117, Browning, 3 units,
and
hard; Eng. 146, Age of S i
Pope, 3 units, Mr. Willis

College to Und
State inspection
A stirvey of all college buildi
and gi\ounds will be conduc
during the next three weeks
the State Department of Arch
tecture, Mr. C, W. Hamilton, asso
date construction supervisor, announced recently.
All facili ies of the college are
to be encom ssed by the survey.
It will be
the basis of this
survey that 01 future additions
and repairs far the campus are
to be made.

Spartan Daily Readership
- (Continued from page 1)__
Glue Pot and Eye Shade, was perused by 70 per cent of the Spartan Daily’s readers.
A story on geographical reg-

sisusa-ds
DELICIOUS

RANCHBURGERS
HOT TAMALES
a"

CHILI

ANDREE’S
DRIVE-IN
San Carlos and Almaden

istratIon .figures was seen by 67
per cent w hilett per cent *ere
inter:sted in the report of Student Court proceedings. The
announcement column averaged
64 per cent.
Articles concerning organization Meetings and club speakers
were read by only a small number of people, averaging about 25
per cent, although they probably
were intensely interesting to the
students concerned.
The survey did not show which
stories were read by the sexes.
Advertisements also were not included. The poll was patterned after time readership surveys used
by commercial newspapers, which
are devised by the Advertising
Research foundation.
Daily Attempts
Informed beforehand that the
poll would be taken, the Daily attempted to publish a representative eight -page edition. The Dec.
7 paper included an editorial, feature articles, pictures, wire stories, weather, Thrust and Parry,

SCHOOL DISCOUNTS PORTRAITS
nos MOST POOMOSIMS.
TO ALL
STATE STUDENTS
"Proofs Shown In Three Days"

BUSHNELL’S STUDIO

Student Obligations
Read Them, Know Them
The Bill of Student Obligations
recently distributed about the
campus reads:
By registering as a student at
San Jose State college, one takes
upon himself certain obligations
towards his fellow students, towards his instructors, and towards
the larger co mmun it y which
makes possible the educational opportunities of this campus. Among
these obligations are the following:
1. The obligation to become informed, so far as information is
available, concerning the aims of
the college, its traditions, its facilities, and its regulations.
2. The obligation to be fair
In one’s remarks about instructors and officers of the college,
and about ottV fellow students,
quoting (if at all) accurately
and in context, and criticising
only Judiciously and on the basis
of facts.
3., The obligation to protect the
property of others and of the college against theft and undue waste
or damage.
4. The obligation to study with
reasonable application and faithfulness without permitting other
tasks or excessive recreation to
interfere.
5. The obligation to recognize
that the attainment of grades, although important, is secondary to
the main task ,of obtaining an
education.
6.
The obligation to cooper.
ate with others in promoting
the educational process by such
methods as practicing consideration anti good manners In the
class room, cultivation of an interest in one’s studies, habitually
becoming informed concerning
the assignments, and performing
them within whatever restrictions for independent work one’s
instructors may announce.

!giving
’aid,

Or

receiving unpermitted

8. The obligation, if one has
knowledge of unfair behavior by
another, to take some action, such
as covering one’s paper during an
examination, talking directly with
the person involved, or reporting
him to the Dean of Men or tbe
Dean of Women.
9. The obligaition to promote
student public opinion in favor of
honestly in student work and inopposition to all forms of unfairness.
The card-poster also contains
recommendations of the Fairness
committee.

Juniors Announce
Plans for 1949-50
February Prom
The 1949-0 Junior-Senior prom
will be hek February 4 in the
San Jose Ci c auditorium, it Was
announced fo owing a meeting of
the junior cla couficil last week.
The affair
4ll be semi -formal.
The theme will be Grecian. Formals will be a ’must" for girls,
the committee said.
The announceme t followed several weeks of preliniinary planning
and committee assignment.
No mention was made of orchestras under consideration for the
event.

Vet Grads Report!
All veterans graduating in
December who have paid their
graduation fee to the graduate
manager, report to the Graduate Manager’s office today concerning a refund on the fee.

7. The obligation to take
examinations in accordance with
the announced rules and without ANNOUNCEMENT
Steina.111nNetzt Orienting will he
on Jan. 8 at 7 p.m.

Engnfeering Dept.
Adds New Courses

BIDOU’S

Dr. Ralph Smith announces the
inclusion of three engineering
courses in the winter quarter
schedule of classes, Eng. 135,
Pasteries
power plant equipment; will be
French Bread, Rolls,
given for three units by Professor
Walton. Eng. 195, plant layout,
will be taught by Dr. Zimmerman
for three units.
Dr. Zimmerman will also inCitip advanced ROTC students struct a course in engineering ecofor "Pat iotism and common nomics under the number of Econ.
Corner Vin I San Fernando
_131.,_11aQuarrie _pre-_ 120, Dr. Smith revealed.
sented 32 c dets with commissions
as reserve econd lieutenants in
ceremonies o the San Carlos turf
Friday afternoon. Philip Ward received the Air Force association
medal as the outstanding Air
Force cadet.
Twenty-five Air Force and seven
Army cadets made up the graduate class receiving the formal
documents which confirmed apDRESSY BLOUSES
3.95 to 12.95
pointment as second lieutenants.
4.95 to 10.95
WOOL JERSEY BLOUSES
"This group is to be congratulated for common sense and
Large
1.95
SILK SCARFS
Small
59c to 1.00
patriotism in undertaking a pre6.95
to
35.00
ROBES
paratory program for defense of
this country and peace of the
5.95 to 10.95
Gabardines, pleated plaid
world," Dr. MacQuarrie said. "San
SKIRTS
All -Wool Jerseys
6.95 to 8.95
Jose State college ROTC units
have developed to a point where
7.95 to 14.95
Cashmeres
we are proud of them."
2.95 to 7.95
Zephyrs
Official guests present at the
1
SWEATERS
ceremonies included Maj. W. V.
3.85 to 7.95
.) Rabbit Hairs
Hanson, ChaPlain Howard Scholk Angoras
4.95 to 10.95
ten, Lt. Col. Arthur L. Lantz, and
14.95 to 49.95
DRESSES Dressy Crepes and Prints
Col. Burdette H. Palmer. All are
members of the Army Advisory
SUITS New Spring Gabardines
39.95 to 69.95
committee of San Jose, headed by
19.00
29.00 - 38.00
Col. Palmer.
COATS
SALE
COATS
$69.95
,
Values
to
sports, exchange and society.

FRENCH BAKERY

Quarrie Cites
TC Cadets
Fo ’Patriotism’

FOUNTAIN
SERVICE

THE
HOLLYWOOD SHOP

XMAS
GIFTS
TO LIVE IN . . . TO GIVE
1.

Student pollsters reported that
cooperation by Spartans was excellent and that everyone interviewed was eager to aid the journalism class In the survey.

SPICIAL ‘,TUDFNT

3MONTHS

51 0
I

IttNNEOY BUSINESS MACHINES
it

29.95 to 75.00

( New Gabardines

Charge /t

Or Use Our Lay-Away Plan

OPEN EVERY NIGHT UNTIL XMAS

RENT A
TYPEWRITER
RATE

34 No. lit St.
CY 4-N77
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By JOHN CONROY
Of the many Christmas trees
erected about our campus, perhaps
none is more representative of the
season, spirit than a small tree in
the office of the dean of men.
The tree itself is similar to most
trees that will be used to syrnYuo tTrii, -but the-decorations have a very interesting
history.
During the dark war year of
1944 a plane, enroute from Saipan
to San ,Francisco, landed at aft
airport near Honolulu. Disembarking from this plane, during
its short stop-over, was a Red
Cross nurse. She asked if anyone
could get her some Christmas decorations to be used on a Christmas tizee she hoped to erect for
the wounded men in a field hospital on Saipan. Miss Bernice
Van Gundy, now secretary to the
dean of men, was present at the
field and offered assistance to the
nurse.
Newsgaper Helps
With 24 hours time to solve the
problem, when the nurse and
plane would return to Saipan,
Miss ,Van Gundy called The
Honolulu Advertiser for help. The
city editor of that paper gave
assistance by running a short story
on page one stating the request.,
When the request was read by
readers of the Advertiser, calls
were received from all sections of
the city. People offered to donate
what lights and decorations they
had.
Operation Successful
By the time the plane and nurse
returned enough decorations had
been received for ,the field hospital tree also some left over that
were Used in the local military
hospitals. The donors were unknown, but perhaps- the ready response was prompted by the memory of another Christmas season
in 1941.
After the holiday season, many
of the decorations which these in
the dean’s office are a part of,
were returned. The joy that these
decorations .brought to the wounded men can never be measured.
It was a joy that is felt and beyond expression. It was a reassurance that some day there would
be once again, "PEACE ON
AUTH AND GOOD WILL TOARD MAN."

k3

Settings up to the 20th
-Finished for the 25th
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Coed Holiday List
Includes Jersey
For Noel Parties
By JOY(’E CALL
If you want a chic outfit for
that
special
yuletide
party
you’ve been planning, go.. no
further! According to fashion
editors, wool jersey should be
number one on your holiday
costume list.

Social’ Gatherings Color
Campus Yuletide Events
By Dine Heagerty
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity
acted as host to the Delta Upsilon
fraternity at a joint suds soiree
and bean feed in the DSG basement recently.
Some 60 members and pledges
from both organizations took
part in the festivities which
were highlighted by singing,
boxing exhibitions, and storytelling.
DU Frank Arena and DSG Dave
Delahanty were in charge of arrangements.
Delta Theta Omega fraternity
held formal initiation rites and a
dinner dance at Shadowbrook
lodge recently.
A group of 50 couples were present to extend greetings to the 10
new DT0s.
Those initiated into the organlzaUon were Bob Laidlow,
Bob Gall, Bill Bondi, Bill Arnail, Louis EAU-, Terry Bowman,
Cecil Mansfield, Jerry Schmidt,
Frank Taft, and Don Anderson.
Coy Staggs was elected president of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity at the chapter house recently.
The former house manager will
succeed Pat Felice.
Others representing the fra. ternity are Dick Hammer, vicepresident; Scott Chestnutt, secretary; Jim Thomsen, treasures’:
Ray Forsyth, pledge master;
-’llerb Crawford, sentinel and
Don Larson, house manager.
*
Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary Accounting society, initiated 16 members at a formal dinner at Longbarn recently.
The neophytes are Aldo Balbittna, James Bohannon!’ Barney
Bragg, William Donnelly, James
Ellison, Margret Feavel. Al
Ferrari, M I c it a e I Horamanian,
Vince Langs., Michael Lopez,
Gerald Nelson, George Sheets,
Joe Simonovic h, Kenneth

State Students Enjoy
Christmas Festivities
By DONNIE NUNES and MARGARET CASE
Yuletide season, which is suddenly here with a bang, reveals
that Spartan coeds and fellas will be just as busy after finals week
greeting the Christmas vacation as they were preparing for studies.
Although the vacation only is nine days long, San Jose State
college students will pack every minute with jobs and fun they have

Available in both one and twopiece styles; 4his 100% wool fabric’s popularity ’is sweeping the
country.
The real eye-catcher, of course,
is the interesting accordian pleated skirt. One company offers a
By BARBARA BELKNAP
Sproul, Calvin Tabor, and Wil- six-month’s guarantee on their
skirts with the "backed-in pleats".
liam Yamada.
With just six shoppine,days left
With this guarantee, yqu’ll be
Christmas, many a Spartan
until
William Trussler revealed his safe in assuming your pleats will
is puzzling over what to give to
hold
their
original
crispness.
engagement to Miss Lorraine Traifriends to insure them a merry,
koff by passing the traditional box
Blouses, if your choice Is a
of his cigars to his Delta Sigma practical two-piece outfit, come merry holiday.
Gamma fraternity brothers re- in every color of the rainbow.
Casting a glance around the
cently.
Gone are the days for only dark various shopping centers in San
Miss Traikoff resides in San colors in winter season. The
Jose, you’: roving reporter found
Jose and attended San Jose State winter pastels are in hill bloom.
many useful and inexpensive gifts
college.
You may select such hues as
Trussier, also of San Jose, is
white, lemon, lime, mauve, ice- to help make your ftlends’ holia senior Business Administration
days complete.
blue, beige and grey’heather.
major on Washington Square.
Among the highest rating useBefore you choose any other
The couple attended Lincoln
ful,
pifts are the very attractive
high school together and plan to fabric, be sure to check the wool
snuggly
slippers being manufac’ern!
You’ll
love
jerseys.
marry next summer.
tured by a well-known company.
These comfy, cheery slippers come
in many eye-catching animal -resembling, feet -warming style s.
Those are limited in relation to
the number of people they can be
Miss La Vona Boyajian -and
Miss Rosemarie Filice and given to, as they come in small
Mr.
and
Les Walters will become
Anthony Maida became Mr. and
Mrs. Dec. 18 at the Methodist Mrs. recently in an impressive sizes, and could only be given to
a boy friend or girl friend with
church, Los Banos.
double-ring ceremony at Gilroy.
The bride-to-be attended Heald’s St. Mary’s Catholic church was the very small feet.
Gifts that aid in hobbies are
Business college and comes from scene of the a-Mir.
Los Banos.
The former Miss Filiee wore practical as well as fun to give.
Walters is a junior Commerce
a white satin and Chantilly lace One very satisfying and always
major at San Jose State college.
gown with a hoop skirt edged welcomed gift to a "shutter-bug"
He is.a member of Silber Saber
with a French net ruffle. An is a camera. The up-to-date
society and the college boxing
orange blossom crown held her chain store is now producing a
teaAt-,111e comes from Hayward.
veil in place, and she completed low-cost camera that would de:*
her ensemble with a string of light the heart and soul of any
Miss Betty Bayne announced pearls. Orchids and stephanotis enterprising college-age photographer.
This amazing, device is
her engagement to Gene Malson were arranged for her bouquet.
at a house warming given for Miss
Champagne and American beat1- unique in that when the shutter
Jackie Lee, Spartan, recently.
ty-colored satin gowns were is snapped, a small, grinning face
Miss Bayne, junior Art major donned by the bridal attendants. pops out on a spring. This pheand member of Alpha Gamma, Miss Carmen Bozzo acted as maid. nominal gadget can also be emIs from Alturam. Malson attendof honor and the Misses Bernice ployed most successfully for firing ed the University of Nevada be- Cimino Mary Frances Gullies spit balls with accuracy and rapid.fore joining the Navy. Ile now Francesca Lucid.
.
Gloria Pellic- ItY
is stationed aboard the USS clone, and Elsie Garin were bridesSaint Paul at San Diego.
maids.
They plan Christmas wedding
The new Mrs. Maids Is the
rites Dec. 28.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Past
qttale Filler,. She attended Notre
Miss Patricia Whimnand, sophDame high school at Belmont
omore Education major, was
and San Jose State college.
honored at a surprise bridal
The schedule for end -quarter exshower at the home of Mrs.
Frank -Maida of aminations is as follows!
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Sally Jones, 357 S. Fifth street,
San Jose are the parents of the Mon., Dec. 19 Classes meeting at:
by Miss Dorothy Kokusek.
bridegroom who attended local 7:30- 9:10
7:30 MWF or Daily
Miss Whisnand plans to marry
schools.
Johnson,
Reynold
Feb. 4, 1950, to
9:20-11:00
9:30 TTh
junior Commerce major and mem11:10-12:50 11:30 MWF or Daily
ber of Kappa Alpha. Rites will
1:40- 3:20
1:30 TTh
be held in Christ Episcopal church
3:305:10
3:30
MWF or Daily
of Alameda.

Noel Ceremonies
To Unite Couplesi

Daily’ Scribe Lauds
Gay Noel Presents

Rosemarie Hike
Marries A. Maida

Here Are Hows
For All Finals

Bob Schatz Heads
Fraternal Group

Be A Flapper?
FITE’S
AUTO SERVICE
Fourth I St. John Streets
CYpress 4-0752

Skiers ATTENTION!

SKID CHAINS

For Rent
For Sale
Repaired
ANTI-FREEZE

NU -WAY
TIRE SERVICE
Corner of Bird & Willow
CY 5-4540

"Flapper days are here again!"
If you don’t believe it, just check
some of the newest formals out,
now.
Plain bodice, low-cut nook -line,
no-sleeves, and a full skirt with a
jagged hem line are the features
of the "flapper" formals, which
fashion experts say "no college
girl could do without."
Extra high,heeled shoes with
slightly pointed toe, and preferably covered with "glitter", are
THE accessories for this new costume.

ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
DOWNSTAIRS

Bob Schatz, was elected to serve Tues., Dec. 20
Delta Upsilon fraternity as chap- 7:30- 9:10
7:30 TTh
ter president recently. His term
9:20-11:00
9:30 MWF or Daily
of office will extend through the
11:10-12:50 11:30 rrn
next two quarters.
Others chosen to assist’Schatz
1:00- 2:30 All English AX, Ay,
include Ray Jones, vice president;
Az classes
Dick Murphy, secretary; Frank 2:40- 4:20
1:30 ,MWF or Daily
MacMahon, treasurer; Dick Jewel,
3:30 TTh
corresponding secretary; Bill Mill- 4:30- 6:10
er, critic; and Tom Harney, serWed., Dec. 21 Classes mee ting at:
geant -at -arms.
The newly-elected officers- were 7:30- 9:10
8:30 MWF or Daily
installed formally at the chapter
9:20-11:00 10:30 TTh
house Sunday.
11:10-12:50 12:30 MWF or Daily
1:40- 3:20
2:30 TTh
S
3:30- 5:10
4:30 MWF br Daily
Theta Mu Sigma’s Parents club
presented the fraternity with a Thurs., Dec. 22
new mantle mirror at Parents 7:30- 9:10
8:30 TTh
club meettng reCently. Mrs. M. K.
9:20-11:00 10:30 MWF or Daily
Luther presided and Mr. F. R.
Bonner headed the refreshments 11:10-12:50 12:30 TTh
committee,
1:40- 3:20
2:30 MWF or Daily

T Mu

Banquet Rooms
We

merry
chriJimai

Specialize in

Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties
RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS
Hot Food To
CYpress 4-5045

Take Ouf

175 San Augustine

Receives Mirror

361

To Everyone"

from Frank & Angie "Mom" Cavataio

11

1,..

etingaiow eahery & Creamery
Proprietors

379 East William St.

CY 5-3126

been saving for these few days.
Everything from holiday parties to
’just plain loafing is on the agenda
this year.
Here is a cross-section of what
your friends will be doing.
JEANNE THOMAS: "I am taking presents to the Pediatric’s
ward at the County hospital during the vacation." She said that
she has her eye on one especially
and revealed that his name is
John. Jeanne is a junior Journalism major on campus.
BOB CRABBE: "I’m going
home to loaf and shoot a few
pictures." Bob Is a senior Journalism major and photographer
for the Spartan Dpily. His home
town is Auburn, Calif.
NEIL "SHORTY" JACKSON:
"Since 7 just got married I’m
going to get acquainted with my
wife. If my folks send us the
money we might go home to sec
them." "Shorty" is a senior Psychology major from Porterville.
PERRY PALMER: "Sleeping
and hunting wild boar seem to
be the best bets for my (’hristmas vacation." Perry hunts with
bow and arrow and belongs to a
local archery group. He halls
from Southern California and is
a senior Psychology major.
PETE PETERSON: "My friends
and I have planned to go skiing,
but since the weather will probably be too much for Us, NA e will
probably spend our spare time
eating and drinking ’soft beverages, of course) in a cabin." Los
Altos is Pete’s honie. and he is a
sophomore Pre - Architecture
major.
BETTY BUENO; "T here’s
nothing like staying at home
after all these finals. I might
go to the city on a shopping
spree." Betty calls San Jor
home. She majors in Merchandbiing and is a junior.
ARCHIE CHAGONJIAN: "I’m
going to look for Mrs. Santa Claus
first of all, and then I’m going to
practice a little football with the
rest of the fellows." Archie is a
sophomore Physical Education
major from San Francisco and is a
member of the Raisin Bowl -bound
San Jose State college Spartan
football team.
LORRAINE LEONETTI: "I’m
going home and help make nine
at a San Martin winery!" Lorraine is a sophomore General
Elementary major from San
Martin,
DAVE DEI.EHANTY: "It has
always been my ambition to follow the mistletoe." Davt’s travels
will carry him to Burlingame
which is his home. He is a senior
Business Administration major.
JEANNE LOCKWOOD: "I’m
going skiing with the ’back -room’
girls. We have reservistions at
Badger frcn the 27th until after
New Ye ’s."
Santa Cruz is
Jeanne’s home. She is a senior
Merchandising major...
BILL WIEDEMAN: "All I
want for Christmas is a Itwe
BOW] ticket. If, and Ir., H big it,
I can get one of those fallow.’
ducats, that’s what I’ll designate
as most important dining my
vacation." Bill Is a sophomore
from San Leandro. He is an
Engineering major.
PAT MACFADDEIS: "I’m going
to be a snow bunny probably since
we have made plans for skiing
this vacation." Pat hails from
Sacramento and is a junior Kindergarten-Primary major.
FOLLOW THE CROWD
AT 11:20. 12:20 TO

San Jose Box Lunch
on San Antonto

St.

---Box Lunches 35c --

Glue Pot and Eye Shade
By CARL CASE
THE. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA not only gets a topnotch .football team, but now it
is going to get a brand-new student union. This $6,000,000 project is still in the planning stage,
but when completed it will, meet
adequately the needs of the student body.
Among the details planned for
the building are1) Complete permanent dining facilitie, including a cafeing facilities, including a (’afeity, a special commuters lunchroom serving supplements to
bag lunch*, a taproom to serve
students with guests and faculty
members and 10 private dining
rooms for all size groups
from 10 to 200.
2), A main ballroom accommodating 800 dance couples and a
junior ballroom for 450 couples,
these are to be readily convertible
into banquet halls for 820 and 450
diners, respectively.
3) A: compact recreational unit
which will include 20 bowling alleys, 20 billiard tables and 10
table tennis tables. Also related
to this phase of the plan will be
men’s and women’s lockers and
showers, a chess room, card rooms
and a refreshment lounge. These
will all be on the ground floor.
Near the game room area will be
a rustic men’s lounge. In the basement area will be a craft and
hobby shop for woodwork, metal craft, poster work, cerarnics, and
leathercraft. Several photography
darkrooms will be located in the
general area for general use of
the student body:
4) Off the entrance lobby on
the main floor will be located

a huge coeducational lounge of
6,000 square feet. It is planned
to have a changing art exhibit
there. A women’s lounge in the
cafeteria will occupy a large
part of the main floor. Men’s
and women’s quiet rooms with
cots will be part of the facilities. The second floor will include )ineeting rooms of every
size itnd description accommodating "anywhere from 6 to 200
people," according to Welch.
5) Also on the second floor will
be administrative offices of the
ASUC and coaches.
6) A special wing of the building
will house an activity lounge. Bordering this lounge will be the 30odd offices for ASUC elected officers, and the many councils,
boards and campus organizations.
A social director and the director
of activities will "have their
spaces closely associated with the
activities loung e" according to
Welch.
,

7) "A further tremendous
step in placing California at
the forefront of the university
world and at the same time in
bringing cultural opportunities
to the campus," according to
Welch will be an all-University
theater seating 1.500. This will
accommodate opera, symphony,
road shows, dramatic art department productions, glee club
and choral presentations, chamber music and lectures.

8) A second theater seating 400.
This theater will be designed for
rehearsals, large meetings and
movies. Both theaters will be
and
equipped with project ion
sound booths and radio hookups.

Home Being Built Class;
Will,Be in Western Style
COLLEGE OF , SEQUOIA. ---As
a consequence of the educational,
constructional, and financial success of last year’s project house,
Sequoia College. building trades
students this ybar are engaged in
an even more ambitious project,
according to Joseph Guarisco,
building trades irstructor.
’I’lre new project, which the
building trades students already
have gotten a good start on., is to
be a western -type frame building
with an "L’ sh ore floor plan enclosing more than 1.000 square
feet of floor space.
Style Is Contemporary
The style of architecture is
"contemporary" Guarisco revealed,
and construction throughout is
such that the student will get a
wide variety of experience.
"For example," he explained,
"three types of windowscasement, double -hung, and bay
are figured in the plans and
both sliding and hinged doors
are to be utilized. Also a variety In %All awl roof construction allows for additional experience on the part of the students."
architectural
Robert ,Jensen,
drawing instructor, whose students designed the project, said
that in addition to providing for
an attractive livable home, the
plans for the house were deliberately drawn up with the intent of
providing members of the building
ltades silasses with a great many
different framing add finishing
problems.
Will Auction House
The house, now being constructed on the mallet& campus, will he
sold at public auction this spring
following its completion.
The students doing the work on
the building primarily are stud ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA

iniAWRIAls

-010-T
’

201

A1NT

WALLEAPER coCli

112 South Second Streat

I ents of carPentry, according to
I Guarisco, but they’ also will do
the wiring and plumbing, under
competent outside supervision, so
as to gain an understanding and
appreciatioii of the problems in
these lines of work.

Experts Discover
Lost Biblical Book
UNIVIR..S1TY OF SANTA
CLARA.- Further study of ancient scrolls, found in a cave near
the Dead Sea in Israel, revealed
one of them to be the lost Biblical Book of Lamech, up to now
listed as apocryphal, said Bible
expert. Dr. John C. Trever. The
tattered parchment, %Olt ten in
complex Aramaic (the language
of Christ), describes the story of
the birth of Noah. The book is
authentic, hut scholars will need
years to translate it.

Santa Clara Has
Black-Out Shades
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA
CLARA.-- The university has acquired for the Military Science
and Athletic departments several
of the most modern type’ movie
black -out shades.
They are constructed of a high
grade of material and will be
much more effective in darkening
a room than had been possible In
the past.
The shades swill be placed in
Rooms 4 and 8 of Kenna hafl and
also in the Adobe lodge.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA.
An exhaustive
study of the habits-of -pedestrians
in LA reveals these few simple
rules which are universally followed:
1. If it is obvious that the signal is about to change against
you, go ahead. The neat orderly
traffic pattern is intended for
unimaginative adherers to convention.
2, Keep your eyes glued to the
ground or up at the sky, without
looking to the left or right. Otherwise you might miss something.
3. If confused while crossing,
begin a series of short running
leaps. After all. Jessie Owens outran a horsemaybe you can outrun a Ford.
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Special Laundry Rates
to College Students on Wednesday

Campus Scene

UC Editor Attacks
Absent Presidents
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. When is a college president
not a college president?
This is the question students at Columbia university are asking
themselves as their president, Dwight Eisenhower, roams about the
United States. The Columbia newspaper has called the general a
man "who doubles as president of
the University." It wished, although pessimistically, that "perhaps in the near future our chief
officer will have the time to meet
some of us. . ."
The Columbia situation is not
unique among American universities. Another example is at Pennsylvania where the president is
Harold Stamen, a Republican
presidential hopeful. There are
other examples.
There is nothing wrong with
college presidents taking active
parts in the politics of this country. On the contrary, a successful, virile democracy must have
the participation of all members
of that democracy.
But the job of university president requires more than politicking, a name of fame and the ability to procure top notch streakers
and e:rry the institution’s name
across the land. The president of
a university is the head of the
campus community. A vigorous
campus community demands his

A /Teal
Seniors
Moot Court Case
11 0

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. A working example of a case
being appealed to the United
States Supreme court will be presented by the Syracuse university
College of Law Feniors at the annual Senior Miro court at 8 p.m
next Friday in the appellate division room of the Onondaga County Court house.
The case to be appealed is the
question of whether the Stuyvesant Town, a limited division corporation created by the Metropolitan Life Insurance company in
New York City, can legally refuse
to accept negroes as tenants. This
question wLs argued in the State
of NewYork Court of Appeals
and was decided in favor of Stuyvesant towns.
Acting as ti bench for the moot
appeal are Harrison Tweed, New
York city, president of the American Law institute; Neil Hard .son, Binghamton, president of the
New York State Bar association:
and Hyman B. Freeman, Rochester, secretary of the Rochester
Bar association.

active support and participation.
Presiding at university meetings, signing administrative decrees and entertaining visiting
dignitaries are but ,a few of these
responsibilities 01 a college president. Times have not changed so
much that students and faculty
no longer have any interest in seeing the president of their university.
The spirit of a. University is influenced by the attitude_or its
president. Af the campus chief
finds little time to mingle with
students and faculty, they Will
feel little inclination to take an
active interest in their students.
The indiffeience will be reflected
in the students themselves. The
result-- a campus of 22,000 individuals whose interest in the university is merely as the source of
a degree.
In a university spread over eight
campuses the difficulty is multiplied .ight times. Obviously the
president cannot he seen as’ much
as is nece:;sitry and therefore a
local chief is needed on each campus. This has iron carried out on
the other campuses, hut at Berkeley the campus community must
depend still on vile president and
he .cannot give this campus the
time it demands. The only answer
is a provost, a man Nth can find
time to talk wit;i students, to get
around campus and stop in the
Taproom of Bear’s Lair for a cup
of collie now and then.

FAT
BOY
Barbecue
OPEN

6 A.M. to 10 P.M.

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
CYprets 4-2420

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Corner 7th & Santa Clara

$5.00 -- RENTS A

&to Tuxedo
AND
ACCESSORIES
* Latest Style Tuxedo
* Sherman Formal Shirt
* Hickok Jewelry

30c WASH
20c DRY 30 -MINUTE SERVICE
OPEN Wookdays 4 Sat 11-6 Sun 10 3
Closed Thunclay

ce,9

-axed

246 Security Building
84 S. First Street
CYpress 3-7420

Daily

Closed Wed.

ONE FREE DRY WITH EVERY TWO MACHINES.

463 SO. SECOND
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the national

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORAlcoholic beverages are
NIA.
not permitted on the campus or
in fraternity houses at more than
60 per’ cent of American collegiate institutions.
This conclusion was reached ’by
George W. Chapman, executive
secretary of Theta Chi fraternity,
as a result of a survey of college
presidents and deans he conducted
on what he said was an impartial basis.
Contact 90 Colleges
In his survey Chapman sent
questionnaires to 90 college presidebts and deans of men. According to the Board of Temperance
of the Methodist church, which
reported, the survey, he received
replies from’ 90 percent.
The 1949 World Almanac lists
more than 700 colleges and universities in the United States. ,
The survey consisted of five
questions: 1) Is beer permitted
In fraternity houses? 2) Is liquor permitted in fraternity
houses? 3) Are bars permitted
in fraternity houses? 4)
Is
drinking outside fraternity houses condoned or permitted! and
5) Are alcoholk beverage* ever
indulged in at University functions?
A summary of the replies received to these questions showed
that beer was’ permitted in 14 per
cent of the houses at all times and
was completely prohibited in 60
percent. Liquor was permitted in
only ten percent and completely
prohibited in 63 percent.
Frats Have liars
Bars were permitted in fraternity ,houses on 17 percent of the
campuses surveyed and prohibited on 63 percent. Drinking was
prohibited en or off the campus
at 29 pe:cent of the schools quizzed and was condoned at 49 percent. Finally, 24 percent of the
schools permitted alcohol at univereity gatherings and parties at
all times.
According to Chapman, these
statistics were confusing in many
instances. In many cases, schools
having ti complete ban on drinking on or on’ the campus did noti
inforce the rule and even allowed’
drinking at college functions. In
other cases, where therP was no
prohibition, alcohol was not used.
Many other schools admitted that
they had little or no control over
students in these matters.

SC Study Reveals
Pedestrian Habits
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Other Colleges
Ban Liquor t
Says Cal Dal

.Shop

San Jose Won CCAA,
Lost to Four Fine Teams
-- I

Dow and Johnson Co Against Waves

Dosv

JohAton

Marvin Johnson (44), Spartan left halfback, gets off for a
lengthy jaunt through the Pepperdine forward wall aided by
Mocker Harley Dow (34), SS
San Jose State rolled to an easy
49-12 win before 6000 partisan
fans In Spartan Stadium. Johnson didn’t scow on this .play,
in fact, the L06 Gatos flash
didn’t hit the end zone until his
99 yard kickoff return against
St. Mary’s.

By GEORGE MeDONALD
The Red Raiders of Texas Tech,
winners of the. Border Conference,
have to play excellent football to
Oat San Jose State on Dec. 31
ljt Fresno’s Raisin Bowl. San Jose
State lost to four teams that were
ranked in the t’Op 20 teams in the
nation.
Stanford and San ’Jose, playing
under a blistering heat, had a
fairly decent score at half time,
13-0. But the Spartans folded in
the second half, and the Big Red
rolled to a 49-0 win.
Doing a complete turnabout six
days later, when the Spartans
met the Santa Clara Broncos; -San
Jose State put up their best game
of the season. Leading 13-7 at
half time, the Spartans lost Buddy
Traina and Mary Johnson. They
got close to the cinching TD, but
could not score. The Broncos wintUng touchdown, coming on a punt
return, and extra, point seemed
anti-climactical.
A very good USF team turned
011ie Matson loose for two pulverizing runs in the last six minutes
to give the Dons a 27-20 win over
a Spartan team that scored three
TVs on the ground and threatened to tie up the game in the last
seconds.
Eddie ,LeBaron was bound to
have a good night against the
Spartans, and he did. On the first
COP scrimmage play, Don Hardey
of the Tigers reared 41 yards to
The undefeatedTigers kept
a
up the pace to win, 45-7.
San Jose finally got around to
making their position in Bay Area
footbell official by handing the
Gaels of St. Mary’s a 40-13 trouncing. The Spartans played good
football, deserving all but one
t,ouchdown.
Winning the CCA
because
they crushed all of the member
teams, the Spartans get the right
to play Texas,fech in the Raisin

r

Campora

A PENNY SAVED

Hanley

A PENNY EARNED

.4

Morgan Catches Pass in End Zone

A

the State left side on this play,
picked up a block by tackle
"Tiny" C,ampora (83), and went
15 yards. Hardey, a sprinter.
was one of tht leading COP
scorers for 1949. Campora, a
244 pound veteran, was one of
the mainstays of the Tiger line.
; College of Pacific handed San
Jose State I 454 trouncing,
then went on to roll up a record
500 points for the season. The’,
Tigers, however, topped the
UaiversIty of Hawaii Friday to
exceed their record. State defenders In the above play are
Fred Silva. on ground, Vico
Bondietti (59) and Arch Chart:40ton (23).

MI& ill
Nlorg.ka

Menges

II

El Charro Cafe
FOR ONLY

65c
A Good Meal with
Soup - Dessert. Coffee
Breakfast Served
$5.50 in food for a 15.00 meal
ticket. Open 6 a.m. to 1 p.m.
A. CONTRERAS, Prop.

17 S. 2nd St.

CYpress 3-9779

Cieri4tma4
cpartan44
and
JJapp
new

and a wish for
the merriest
Christnzas ever,
to you and yours!

BEST
Year.WISNES
Watch for our Ads which will begin with the
first edition of the next quarter bringing
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS to
STATE SPARTANS,. only!!

Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to Town
Close to College
EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Main Plant
CYpreu 2-1052
25-29 S. Third Street
1199 Franklin - Sods Clara
174 Park Ave.
1335 !Aeolis, Mbar Shia

INS
Silva

r-

...

TD.

Golden West Dry Cleaners

275 E. William
131 Willow
24f1i and Santa Clare St.

4

.

End Junior ailrgan. hauls in a
touchdown pass from San Jose
State quarterback Gene Menges
after eluding Santa Clara defenders in the end zone. This
touchdown built the score to
13-0 in favor of the Spartans,
hut the Broncos finally won 1413 on a last quarter touchdown
punt return- by Marty Formic.
The Menges to Morgan combination clicked for 24 reception Al
and six touchdowns in the 1949
campaign. Morgan gained a total
of 455 yards from Menges aerials.
The Spartan, quarterback tossed
166 times, and completed 90 for
15 touchdowns over the State 12
game schedule.
The Spartans played one of
their best games of the season
agie the Broncos, who play
Kentucky in the Orange Bowl
on Jan. 2. Only Formico’s run
prevented San Jose from registering what would have been
the biggest upset on the coast.
A week previously, State had
played a poor game against
Stanford.
Don Hardey (63), College of
Pacific fullback, sprinted around

.P

Bondietti

Custom Auto Body Shop
II

So.9r1

Pedro

Spartans’eed Ultima]:
For Next Year’s Eleven

0:6(1111RniZissonaber 19,41049
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A Big Name Opponent Falls to Spartans

By GEORGE McDONALD
Bob Bronzan had better go South to the JC’s; he needs centers,
tackles, and ends. The Spartans have the backs for next year’s squad.
but only in the guard slot does the line have experienced men.
The following Spartans play theiltfinal SJS football game in the
Raisin Bowl: Stein, Morgan, Smith, slid Keene; Tackles Dow, Faulk,
and Allen; Guard Bondietti; Centers Cheim and Covey; and Backs
Russell, Silva, and Donaillson.
Bill Hubbard has plenty of fast
backs, but, they are fragge. and it
hurts when the77-rniss games, Or
Buddy Traina
even quarters.
looked good in spring and ’ fall
practice, but hard-tackling Hall
Haynes never gave him a chance
to shine. Hotv far can he, Cementina, Mendonsa, Johnson, and
Dambacher
go next season
without being hurt? And next
year, Dow, Faulk, and Cheim
won’t be around to do the blocking and tackling.
Harding and Bondelie should
have a great year. Harding, the
outstanding Spartan against USF,

had to leave late in the game.
Then, And nrily thee did ,Q1lie
break loose. This pair, with Reeves
and DeSalvo, give the Spartans
four strong guards.
Fullbacks Donaldson and Silva
leave. Silva’s bad leg troubled
him during the last two years, and
"Sharkey" did, not quite attain his
all-CCAA, 1947 form. Beck, the
transfer, is a hard runner and a
good kicker. If he has a chance to
rest, the Spartans should be fairly well off in the fullback department.
Menges should be great next
year; look for him to be men-

That Matson Man!

Harry Russell, leading San I
Joffe State ground gainer for

tioned for all-star honors. In
the USF and Bronco games, he
piloted the Spartans back, after
they had dropped behind with
seconds to go. In the St. Mary’s
game, his signal calling and
passing were excellent.
The co-captains, Faulk and
Dow, had a terrific season. They
truly deserved the good words
said about them. Next year, they’ll
be missed, particularly w hen
"major" opponents play San Jose.
Jack and Harley were equal to
any tackles that the Spartans
opposed.
Cheim came back from his lumber yard to do a fine job in replacing Bob Pifferini, now of the
Detroit Lions. Cheim made all coast honorable mention.
Bob
Covey, along with Cheim, graduates, leaving the center position
mighty bare.

Russell, a hard runner, was
by far the best back that the
Spartans had. His defensive
sarp,:will beloom:
’Spartan* hive the same
trouble as do the Broncos. They
have backs, but they are too light
to plunge, And, at this writing,
there are few linesmen who can
spring them. Menges’ arm better
be in fine shape next year.

OLLIE MATSON, the one man I7SF wrecking crew, gathers
momentum after taking a handoff from Don quart.rback Jim Ryan.
In the USF - San Jose contest, the Spartans clobbered the 207 pound
Matson until the last flve minutes of the game, in which he scored
tVva touchdowns to beat San Jose._ Harry Russell’s 64 yard scoring dash put San Jose into a 20-13
lead, but with the minutes remaining Matson went 15 yards around
end to tie the score, 20-20.
Two minutes later, the Don fullback took a pitchout from sub
quarterback Gene S’weeters and raced 80 yards for the game winning touchdown.
Ryan tossed a touchdown pass to end Merrill for his part in
the contest.
The Dons entered the game favored in most bettihg circles by
six points, and they paid off. San Jose, however, almost caught
USF in the final minute, as they drove to the Don 20, only to have
four passes fail.

F. Schilling & Son
Sporting Goods
EST. 1863

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
for FISHERMAN

for HUNTER

FLY RODS
FLY REELS
FLY BOOKS
SUPtf REELS
HOOK BOARDS
TAPERED LINES
FISHING BASKETS
TACKLE BOXES
SURF OR BOAT RODS
DE LIARS SCALES

RIFLES
SHOTGUNS
GUN CASES
TELESCOPES
GUN SIGHTS
HOLSTERS
MATCH BOXES
CLEANING KITS
HUNTING KNIVES
SHELLS & AMMUNITION

SPINNING RODS & REELS
STEELHEAD I TROUT FLIES

ROOTS & WADERS
HUNTING CLOTHING

27 POST ST. CY 5.0343

1949, plunges for the fourth
State touchdown as Spartans
pour it on the St. Mary’s Gaels
for a 40-13 win. Gael tackle R.
V. Johnson is piling on top of "Russell.
Looking for that long awaited
"Major" football win all year,
the Staters finally found it in
their next to last game of the
season. St. Mary’s, beaten the
week previous by Santa Clara
in the "Little Big Game", was
loafing as early as the first
quarter when they scored a
quick touchdown to take a 6-0
lead, and San Jose’s football juggernaught went to town.
The Spartans piled up a 13-6
lead at halftime, and Mary Johnson ran the second half Gael
kickoff back 99 yards for a
Dear Thrust and Parry and
Dr. Carl D. Duncan:
Was it Confucius who said,
"He who sips of all arts drinks
of none"?
Robert M. Carlton.

merry

Chrj3lmaJ

RUSSELL

JOHNSON

score. Two minutes later Russell plunged for the touchdown
shown, above.
The whole State squad.-plaved
Inspired football in this contest,
convinced they were capable of
beating the Gaels.

GOING HOME
for the Holidays?
SAVE ON TRAVEL TIME

FLY FOR $79.80
New York and Way Points
DALLAS, Texas $63 plus ’Mg
Govt. Approved C-46 Lux. AO

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY

SPARTANS!

PHONE CY 4-1703

ALUM ROCK FAIRWAYS

COAST TO COAST Air Service

FASHION TAILORED
CLOTHES
Presents

2-way belted
leisure coats
15
I

SIZE 34 TO 46

Top choice for comfort and style. Smooth gaberdine leisure coat designed for complete ease
of action with the tailoring you expect in suits.
Front knife pleats, 3-piece belt, stitched in back,
side pieces detachable. Padded shoulders, full
rayon line. Solid colors of gray, maroon, brown,
blue.

All-Wool GABARDINE SLACKS
Supple, lin* woven gabardine with a
richnoss of torture end stubborn ro’Salines to wear. Deep, full draped
OWN zipper fly front. Solid colors
of brown, gray. Sizes 28 to 40.

1O
crii
fiamagull
ogra "tow Asai Junt.,

Store Hours 9:30 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.
GYpeess 54105
350 South First St.

f
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Spinners Plan
$2 Deposit will ’Y’ to. Have Asilomar Meeting at End of Year
More Dances
president
Michigan,
Assure You
Next Quarter
Of ’50 LaTorre
You may be assured delivery of
the 1950 La Torre by purchasing
or reserving a copy at the La
Terre booth in the Men’s gym
d u rin g .regietretion for winter
quarter.
This year’s yearbook will contain approximately 280 Rages. Division pages will have colored photographs featured.
The 1950 La Torre will be regarded as the California Statehood
Issue; therefore, Lou Frangione,
1950 La Torre editor, plans to
highlight the college’s history
through pictorials on many of the
yearbook pages.
Bill Schulz, La Torre business
manager, ’disclosed that close to
50 percent of the 2250 copies to
be available in Julie have already
been sold. Insure a copy by making a two-dollar deposit and pay
the remainder of thre0 dollars In
June or purchase a copy by paying the full price of five dollars,
today or tomorrow.

Police Student
Addresses County
Welfare Croup
Group Work section leaders of
the Santa Clara county’ Community Welfare council yesterday
heard Glenn Abell, SJS police major, describe progress made in
curbing juvenile delinquency. He
spoke at it luncheon meeting of
the section at the YMCA.

For one week, the last in 1949,
students from universities and
colleges of three states and Hawaii
will hold a conference at the
Asilomar.
Reason, for the migration of
undergrads is the Student YMCAYWCA Asilomar conference to be
held Dec. 26 through Jan. 1 at
the picturesque setting on the
!
_Monterey- peninsula.
An estimated 500 students will
gather to participate in a clrefully planned program lltiilt
around the theme, "How Can We
Be Persons of Maturity in a Tension-Ridden World."
’IWO southern Californians, June
Harlan, senior at UCLA and Stanford Boyd, who recently completed
his work at Riverside college, will
be co-chairmen for the meet.
Although a diversity of recreation is offered, all is not play
at the week-long gathering.
Many &nen on-grnups will be
held. It is rammed only those
will atten who are- ready to
enter voluntarily into the spirit
and purpose of the conference.
Baseball, tennis, swimming and
scenic trips are among the list of
recreational functions.
The more serious ’side of the
assembly will be represented by
14 workthop seminars. Each delegate will choose a seminar and
stay with it through the conference.
A variety of subjects ranging
from "The Church Dead or Dynamic," to "Achieving Industrial
Democracy," will serve as topics
for the workshops.
Speakers from numerous fields
will be on hand to lead the
groups with their knowledge and
experience. Labor, social science, politics, religion, civil fiberties and social service are some

Straw Hat Revue
Opens Tuesday

P

The young student and deputy
sheriff pointed out that the county
has an excellent opportunity to
use trained college students in the
development of a forceful juvenile
program. Abell said that 23 SJS
"One Thing After Another," the
students are now doing recreation Straw Hat musical revue, opens
work, in the county.
December 20 at the Palo Alto
The Group Work section in- Community theatre.
The efforts of the acts between
cludes representatives from juve-,
mile aid groups, churches and rec- the acts is what it takes to keep
"One Thing After Another" with
reation organizations.
its blackout sketches moving at
break-neck speed. Quick dressing
room changes require alniost a
magician’s skill.
Actress Carol Brumm, with the
help of almost the entire cast,
stages this Maneuver in "One
Thing After Another." In the satirical operetta "The Ways of
Love" Carol doubles as Magda, a
demure maidservant and Princess
Eleanore, the impervious royal
lady.
The Palo Alto Community theatre box office open!’ at 7 p.m.
288 Park Ave.
CYerse 5-92IS
each performance with curtain set
for 8:30 p.m.

ROBERT LAWS

Salon of Photography

CliPhittna4

Lctudatt7oum to CuPope

ITALY - FRANCE - NORWAY - ENGLAND
Low Special Rates

Plans for Spartan Spinners next
quarter include expanded dance
programs, a change in group instructor 4 and direction byrii new
slate of officers.
Officers for the coming year-are
Jerry Rider,* presideht; Louise
W u r fe r, vice-president; JoAnne
Flenniken, secretary, and Alice
Dougherty, treasurer. Jack Golden
has been continued as publicity
director.
Dr. and Mrs. Carl P. Duncan
fine fellows. All linen furnished.
FOR SALE
311 S. 14th stivet. Call CY 5-8599. will head the advanced, dancing
KODAKZEFLEX TWO: Brand
group while Dr. Clarice Wills and
ROOM: For three men students. her h us ba nd instruct beginning
se and save $35. Price
new, with
357 S. 13th street. CY 3-0474.
$120. clir 378642.
folk dancers.

1

Classified Advertising

SHARE ROOM: With another
MOTORCYCLE: 1944 Indian
model 741. Very reasonable, CY boy. Kitchen privileges telephone,
car garage. $18.50 month. 421 S.
5-7785.
11th street. Phone CY 54573.
HERE’S. YOUR CHRISTMAS
SENIOR GIRL: Will share cotPRESENT! Good 1935 Chevrolet
sedan. $9(J, terms. Call CY 5-9193. tage winter quarter. $22.50 month.
Leave name, phone, Box "G" CoA.K.C. REGISTERED COCKER op. Goelzer.
’
PUPS: Liptt color, .$15. 142 N.
sciROOM
FOR
TWO BOYS: With
Seventh stet, or room 232
kitchen. $25 each, 96 S. Sixth.
ence building.
VOIGHTLANDER C A MER A:
Twin-lens reflex. Like new. Bargain at $70. Includes two filters.
See Williamson after 1:30 in Daily
office.

ROOM FOR ONE BOY STUDENT: To- share room with another boy. Twin beds, all linen
included. Heated bath, shower. $20
month.

MOVING?: Here is a king-sized
FOR RENT
room, well heated. For two or
ROOM AND -BOARD: For col- three men. 91 E. St. James street,
lege boys, five-day week. $55 a or call CY 5-8760.
month. 235 S. 10th street.
ATTRACTIVE COTTAGE:
ROOMS WITH KITCHEN PRI- Three rooms, pa r t 1 y furnished.
VILEGES: For Christian college Reasonable rent, available Jan. 1.
girls. Call CY 5-9952, Mrs. Ander- Phone Los Gatos 459-R.
son. 105 S. 11th street.
ROOMS FOR THREE COLLEGE MEN: Single beds, community kitchen, living and study
rooms. Shower bath. Linens furnished, laundry privileges, and private entrance. Vacancy for winter quarter. $6 week. 458 N. 4th
street.

The San Jose State-Santa Cruz
police pistol teams engaged in another close duel Thursday afternoon in e hich th seacoast officers
triumphed by five points. Final
score for the match was 1277 to
1272 for the Santa Cruz Police
department.
Police school students scored as
follows: Rudy Valenti, 276; Donald Larson, 257; Norman Ansley,
254; James Oliver, 250, and Jim
McDonald, 235. Highest scorer
was William Berlin, of the Santa
Cruz department, with 285 points.

gat
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WANTED

EXCLUSIVE WITH US!

TWO PAIR SKIS: Size 7’3".
Phone CY 3-5742, or leave note
in Box "R" in Coop.

Musical
Wedding Album

GIRL FOR HOUSEWORK:
Japanese or Chinese college girl.
Room, board, and small salary.
Phone CY 5-7115.

Open It And Hoar
Tits Wedding March!
1207 E. SANTA CLARA
CYphtst 3-1208

LARGE -ROOM: Clean, -heated.
For two boys, twin beds. 1%4
blocks from college. $19 a month.
Board if desired, $32.50 a month.
253 S. 9th street.

As the bells ring in
another anniversary
of His Birth, we
wish you joy
and happiness.

ARE YOU PLANNING TO
MOVE?: We will have rooms for
three girls next quarter. Apply
early. Kitchen, laundry privileges.
Newly decorated. Relsonble rates.1
448 S. 12t.41 street. CY 5-0177.
ROOMS FOR RENT: Male students. 567 S 8th street.

W.C. LEAN

FOR Two. MEN STUDENTS:
Even ing dinner served family
style, good food. 750 E. St. James
street.’ CY 4-2975.

LEAN AND JUNG

TO MEN STUDENTS: Rooms
$20 each, two’. in a room. Prefer
seniors. 180 E. William street.

Jewelers
FIRST &SAN FERNANDO

ROOM FOR. TWO GIRLS: And
room for three boys. 115 S. 14th
street.
CHRISTIAN HOME FOR
GIRLS: Kitchen privileges, Heated
rooms. Phone
2-2525.
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FOUR LARGE CLEAN
ROOMS: And two bathrooms for

The
Perfect
Gift
SAY . . .

Entered I second class metter April 24, 1914,
at San Jose, California, under the act of
March 3, 1879.
Full leased wire service of United Press.
Press of Ilse Globe Printing Company, 1445 S.
First St., Sae Jose, California. Member, California NWSPPer Pablisher’s Association.

faeorigf
With a Beautiful Plant, a Sparkling Bouquet
or a Dainty Corsage
In

San Jose or Miles Away
It’s

(SINCE 1885)
"That meal was bolter
than an ’A’ grad.!"
DINAH’S LUNCHEON
ALL YOU CAN EAT 95e

FLOWERS OF DISTINCTION
And You Pay No More

20 E. San Fernando

!
:!

Santa Cruz Cops - 14r
Bea! SJS Marksmen

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
CY 3-7273

!Malcolm Dana, former
will
of Olivet college in
be given.
Jim Martin, executive secretary
of the San Jose State Student ’Y’,
will attend the meet with, his
wife, Mary.
Jean Justice, local chairman,
will lead a group of approximately
20 student delegates from ’WashIngton Square.

Spartan Daily

BOOK NOW FOR THE SUMMER
78 W. SAN CARLOS

of the fields to be represented
cs
by leade.
Mrs. ,.Helen Gt;l4agen Douglas,
representptives from the 12th congressionaf district, will be featured
one evening during the confab.
Muriel Lester, founder *f KingsIcy Hall in London, will lead Worship services in the chapel eael)
morning.
A.. eel-tea-of addresses by Dr.

1040 The Alameda

